
 

 

Rocket Theme  
User Guide  

This user guide explains all main features and 

tricks of multifunctional Rocket WordPress Theme. 

This information will make your work with the 

theme even easier and more effective. Save your 

time - read the documentation. 
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Welcome 

Why to Choose the Rocket Theme? 
 

The Rocket theme is the best choice for any user who tries to create a personal blog, a site for business, a 
portfolio, etc. It is simple to use, yet giving powerful possibilities: 
 
 

 The responsive design allows viewing your new site from different devices without scrolling to the right 
or left; 

 The fixed menu bar on the top of the screen gives quick access to the menu items without the necessity 
to scroll back to top; 

 Comfortable customizer on the left makes it possible to change some theme features, viewing the result 
immediately; 

 Home slider is lovely looking and easy to manage; 

 Sortable portfolio; 

 Several looks for the home page; 

 Paginated portfolio. 
 

All these and many other great features that you will discover using the Rocket theme will convince you that 

your choice to purchase Rocket was the best one! 

Follow the steps described further in this user guide to find out how to install the theme and to start working 

with it. 

Installation 
Before beginning the installation and configuring your new theme, you must first have WordPress already 

installed on a server.  

Follow this link to read about the process of Wodpress installation 

http://codex.wordpress.org/Installing_WordPress.  

For more information and troubleshooting for problems with your WordPress installation, check out the 
following links: http://codex.wordpress.org/FAQ_Installation                                                                                                           
http://codex.wordpress.org/FAQ_Troubleshooting 
  
Once your WordPress is installed, you can start to install the theme. 
 

 

  

Important!!! 

This theme was not built in Contact Form and Google Maps API. If you import the supplied dummy data, before 
installing and activating Rocket theme, install at least Contact Form 7 plugin. The user guide on how to install Wodpress 
plugins can be found here – http://codex.wordpress.org/Managing_Plugins. 

 

http://codex.wordpress.org/Installing_WordPress
http://codex.wordpress.org/FAQ_Installation
http://codex.wordpress.org/FAQ_Troubleshooting
http://codex.wordpress.org/Managing_Plugins
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Two ways of theme installation are possible:  
 
1.  FTP Upload: unzip the download and upload the theme directory /rocket/ into your WordPress 
themes directory /wp-content/themes/ 
 
2.  WordPress Upload: this is definetely the easiest way. In the admin view, navigate to 
Appearance (1) -› Themes (2) → Install Themes (3) → Upload (4). Click the Browse button and 
select the still zipped theme folder. 
 
 

 
 

The theme will be uploaded and installed in a matter of seconds. When the theme appears in the list of 
available themes, click Activate (1). 
 

 
 

For more information on how to install WodPress themes open the following URL: 
http://codex.wordpress.org/Using_Themes . 
 
After you have installed the theme successfully, you can optionally import the supplied dummy data in order 
to get a feel for things. If you would rather skip that and continue setting up your theme, please use the 
instructions below. 
 

http://codex.wordpress.org/Using_Themes
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Getting Started 

Home & Blog Setup 
Now, you can start to create a new page. For this, click Pages (1) → Add New (2). Give a title to your new 

page (3), e.g. Home. Select a template from the corresponding drop-down list (4), leave  the Page Header 

Settings section (5) empty. Don’t worry if you don’t see the slider on your Home page, you will add it later. 

 

Finally, click Publish. 

 

Create one more page for your future blog, using the same method. For this page you will only need to 

insert the title, as there is no page template to assign. 

When the necessary pages are created, give instructions to WordPress to use them properly: click 

Settings (1) → Readings (2) and select the A static page radio button (3).  
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For the Front page (4) select Home, for the Post page (5) select Blog. Save changes. 
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The Reading Setting can also be changed via Appearance → Theme Customizer. The customizer opens 

on the left of the screen; you need the Static Front Page item (1). 

 

 

 

*More information about page layout is available further on in this user guide. 

  

FYI 

If the theme doesn’t look properly, the problem may be solved via Users → Your Profile → deselect the Show Toolbar when 

viewing site check box. 
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Custom Menu 
The next step is to set up the menu, carefully positioned in the header area. It’s recommended to perform 

this step while first activating the theme to ensure proper navigation. 

To set up your custom menu, click the  Appearance (1) and Menus (2) from the WordPress dashboard. 

Enter the name for your menu (3) and click the Create Menu button (4). 

 

Then select your top-navigation in the drop-down list for Primary Menu (1). This step is needed in order 

to apply your custom menu to the site’s header. Now move down a little lower on the page and you’ll see a 

list of all the pages that you have published (2). Tick the check box next to each page that you would like to 

add to the menu and click the Add to Menu button (3). The pages that you have added will appear in a list 

at the center of your screen. 
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Expand the Screen Options (1) at the top of the screen. This section shows a list of the possible modules 

and options with a check box next to each. 

 

The Description property will be displayed under the menu item title. After this check box is ticked, expand 

the menu buttons in the middle of the screen and type some text in the corresponding sections.  

 

Save and view the result. 

 

Further on, when other pages are created, it will be possible to add them to the main menu. 

 

*For more information on menus visit http://codex.wordpress.org/Appearance_Menus_Screen. 

 

http://codex.wordpress.org/Appearance_Menus_Screen
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Main Features 

The Rocket Theme for WordPress is a fully responsive theme that looks great on any device. Features 

include a front page templates, portfolio post type, employee post type, custom widgets, styling for post 

formats on both index and single views, and an optional no-sidebar page template. Make it yours with a 

custom menu, header image, and background. 

Theme Customizer 
The theme customizer is home for all of the theme’s extensive configuration options. Using the customizer 

is an easy way to adjust options and preview the changes in real time. To access the customizer, navigate 

to the Appearance section (1), Theme Customizer item (2) on the left-hand menu.  

 

Here it is possible to change many features that influence on your theme look and functioning. 

 

1. Default layout options: allows you to choose the position of sidebar on pages. 

2. Header options: allows you to change colors and other header options. 

3. Footer options: here you can type in copyright information and multiple links. 

4. Site Title & Tagline: here you can upload a new logo and give title to your site. 

5. Colors: is responsible for background color of the theme. 

6. Background Image: gives the possibility to upload a background image. 

7. Navigation: choose you primary menu in this section (in case there are several). 

8. Static Front Page: view the Home & Blog Setup chapter of this user guide for details about this 

section. 
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Home Slider 
The Home Page of this theme features a slider, which gives you the possibility to place on it any content 

desired. It doesn’t just look great, but also is easy to manage.  

To start working with the slider, click the Home Slider (1). The list of all available slides is displayed. 

Evidently, it is empty so far. Let’s create some slides. Click the Add New button (2). 

 

Now a page will open for you to enter the slide. Give it a title (1) for admin purposes only; the title will not be 

visible on the site. You can also add featured images, that will cover the main image, using the 

corresponding section (2). 

 

Scroll down on the page and fill in the Slide Settings section: upload an image (1), add a short caption to it 

(2). If some buttons will be placed on the slide, insert their titles and links (3). 
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Use plus and minus signs to the right to add or remove buttons on the slide. 

 

When you are done with the first slide, publish it by clicking the homonymous button and create the next 

one, using the same method. 

As soon as all necessary sliders are added, it’s possible to order them. For this, click on the Appearance 

(1) → Order Slides (2). On the opening page simply drag and drop the slides to order them. The system 

saves the slides order automatically every time you change it. 
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Post Formats 
The Rocket theme supports the majority of post formats available in WordPress. It gives the users control 

over the layout of their posts. The administrative window changes, depending on the chosen format: the 

additional meta box appears under the main content editor while you check or uncheck the items in the 

Format section. So, in spite of the different presentation they are all in the same big group Posts (1), and 

you should either add a new post (2) or edit an existing one to try this feature.  

 

Let’s view each available format more elaborately. 

1. Standard post Format 

The standard post format (1) is the default format and mostly used one. It doesn’t alter the formatting at 

all and there is nothing to configure except the featured image. 
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2. Quote Post Format 

A quotation (1) not necessarily inspirational, a testimonial, for example would fit well here. The title of 

the post will be displayed as the author (2) of the quote; the actual quote is taken from the content of the 

post. 

 

That’s how it will look after publishing: 
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3. Video Post Format 

There are two main options for the video post format: 

1. Self-hosted; 

2. Embedded. 

 

If you choose to add a self-hosted video, it’s highly recommended to insert the URL for both: M4V File 

(1) and OGV File (2). 

For the self-hosted video, the user should also upload a preview image (3), which will be displayed, 

while the video has not been played yet. 

However, the easiest way to create a video post is to add an embedded video. For this, you should 

simply add an embedded code in the corresponding field (4).  

 

 

  

FYI 

There are numerous free converters to get your video in the formats mentioned above. 
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4. Audio Post Format 

Posts with audio format (1) require two fields completed in the Audio Settings section: MP3 file URL (2) 

and OGA file URL (3). 

The same as with video post format, it’s highly recommended to fill in both audio format fields. 
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5. Gallery Post Format 

To format a post into a gallery, select its radio button (1), then, in the Gallery Settings section (2), 

upload images, one by one. 

 

After you update the data, it will look like a slide show in your post: 
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6. Link Post Format 

The link post format is the last one that the Rocket Theme supports. It is very simple: just select the 

homonymous radio button (1) on the right and add the URL in the Link Settings section (2). 
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Custom Page Layouts 
Your pages, as well as your posts, can have different look, and you have full control over it with Rocket 

page templates. To apply a layout to a page, either create a new page or edit an existing one via Pages 

section (1). On the Page Attributes panel, you will find several Templates (2) for different kinds of pages: 
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1. Home Page Layouts 

There are five templates for the Home Page (1). Each layout template contains a slider at the top of 

the page. Then, depending on your choice, it’s possible either to leave only the slide, or to place 

some content, gallery and your recent blog posts under it.  

 

 

 

*For more information about adding and managing your sliders content, read the Home Slider chapter of this 

user guide. 

  

Important! 

Always leave the Page Header section (2) empty for the Home page. Otherwise, the Home page will be displayed 

incorrectly. 
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2. Portfolio Page Layouts 

Portfolio makes it simple to show off your work to your clients, customers, and fans. The Rocket 

Theme has six predefined templates (1) for your portfolio page.  

 

The portfolio page is paginated, it is easily sortable with the help of categories at the top. Each 

portfolio item can be zoomed in and out. The zoomed in items can be viewed as slide show. 
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3. Contact Page Layout 

The theme also includes a contact page layout (1). 

 

 
 

It features a large map at the top of the screen, which is powered by the MapPress plugin. The 

contact form from the print screen below is powered by a plugin called Contact Form 7. 
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4. Left Sidebar Layout 

By default, right sidebar pages are predefined for this theme. However, it’s possible to create a page 

with a sidebar on the left. That’s why the Left Sidebar page template (1) exists. 
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5. Full Width Layout 

The Full Width, No Sidebar page layout template (1) displays only page content, without any 

sidebars. 
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Custom Widgets 
As the Rocket Theme user, you may enjoy not only the default widgets, but also some custom ones, that 

can be added to the sidebars or footer of your site or blog. As an example, we have placed all three 

widgets on the sidebar. Here they are: 

 Recent Posts Extra – this widget is alike with the core WordPress Recent Posts widget, but it also 

shows a thumbnail of the featured image. The user may indicate the quantity of posts displayed. 

 About Us – this widget shows a short description, icon styled address, phone and e-mail. 

 Flickr Gallery – displays your latest photos from Flickr. You may indicate how many photos should 

be displayed. 

 
  
Custom widgets should be added like the core ones: navigate to Appearance (1) → Widgets (2) screen in 

your Dashboard. Then simply drag the required widgets from the Available Widgets or Inactive Widgets 

section into the sidebar or footer area on the right. 
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Custom Post Types 

There are two post types of the Rocket Theme that require more precise explanation: Portfolio and Staff. 

Portfolio Post Type 
The Portfolio tab on the Dashboard serves to manage, edit and create all items that you wish to place in 

your portfolio. However, it doesn't change how the portfolio items are displayed in your theme. You'll need 

to add custom page templates if you want to customize the display of your portfolio items. 

 

*For more information on page templates see the Portfolio Page Layout chapter of this user guide. 

1. Project Categories 

All categories that you create for your portfolio will be added to the Sort Portfolio List (1) on the 

Portfolio page. It is recommended to assign your items to a category; otherwise the viewers of your 

portfolio will not be able to search for its items. 
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All the categories are available via Portfolio (1) → Project Categories (2). Here you can add new 

categories and edit the existent ones. The intuitive interface should not cause any problems even for 

non-experienced users.   

 

2. Project Attributes 
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3. Creating a Portfolio 

A user can meet some difficulties while creating a portfolio. Let’s view the process of creation more 

precisely.  

3.1 Click Portfolio (1) → Add New (2). Give title to your new portfolio item; upload the required 

image in the Featured Image section (4). If you’d like to create a gallery, upload several images via 

Add Media button (3). Assign Project Categories (5) and Project Attributes (6), ticking the check 

boxes in the corresponding widgets. Click Upload. Create other portfolio items using the same 

method. 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2 When all portfolio items are added, create a page for your portfolio. For this, click Pages (1) → 

Add New (2).  

  

Note 

Always upload your portfolio images at a minimum width of 800 pixels. This will ensure they will look well on different 

screen sizes and devices. Take into consideration that automatic resizing will occur for all places your portfolio images 

show up except the More Details page. The entire image will be displayed here. 
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Give title to your portfolio and select a template, in our case it is Portfolio 3 columns template (3). 

Click Upload. 

  

3.3 The final step is to assign your newly created portfolio to menu.  Navigate to Appearance (1) 

→ Menus (2). In the Custom Links widget (3) indicate the URL for your portfolio and give Label to 

you new menu item, in this example it is called simply Portfolio. Then find the Pages widget and tick 

the page you have created earlier for your portfolio. Click Add to Menu button. Now the menu item 

and sub items are created for your new portfolio, you can edit and modify them on the right of the 

screen (5). Save menu and enjoy the result. 
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Staff Post Type  
One more interesting thing about the Rocket Theme is a special template for the Staff page. Now, it is 

especially comfortable both: to view and to create a page with information about your team members, 

employees, etc. It doesn’t require any special effort and knowledge to arrange all data properly.  

Navigate to Staff (1) on the Dashboard → Add New (2). Insert the name of the person; enter some data 

about him or her in the editorial part. You may also add his/her picture here.  

 

Add the Featured Image in the corresponding widget (3). 

 

  

FYI 

Picture and information inserted in the editor will be seen as a pop-up window, while clicking on the main box with the 

information about the person on your Staff page. 
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Scroll down and add some more information about the person in the Extra Fields Box, such as Position 

(1), the most important facts or qualities (2) and Social Connections (3). 

 

Click Publish and create more Staff pages in the same way. Further you will be able to add them to your 

menu by simply copying the custom link for the Staff. 
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Shortcodes 

The Rocket Theme comes packed with several shortcodes, many page elements can be inserted using 

them. You can combine diferent shortcodes on a page or change the page layout by inserting one 

shortcode into another. The shorcode generator is available from the WordPress Editor, via the [R] icon 

(1) on the Visual tab.  

 

Let’s examine each of them more precisely. 

Homepage Widget Shortcode 
This shortcode gives you control over the widgets on your homepage: 

 

The user can add captions and sub captions to the widgets, it’s also possible to change icons. In the 

example above, widgets are inserted into 3 columns. 
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Call to Action 
The Call to Action shortcode is pretty useful for internet marketers. 

 

Alerts 
It’s possible to select among five alert styles for any taste. You can also choose which alert type to use: 

square, round or radius. 

 

Blockquotes 
The Rocket Theme gives you possibility to use either standard blockote style, or alternative one. 

 

Buttons 
There is a great variety of buttons you can add to your posts or pages. They can be of three types: radius, 

rounded and square. The color of the button depends on its style: it’s possible to add standard, success, 

alert or secondary buttons. You can also select the appropriate button size among four available variants: 

medium, tiny, small or large. 
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Columns 
Organize your page using the Columns shortcode. It’s comfortable to insert other page elements into 

columns.  

The system of division the content into columns can be describes as following: imagine that your page 

contains 12 grids. Always divide 12 into the desired quantity of columns to control the number and width of 

columns: e.g. to get two equal columns, you need 6 grids for each, to get 3 equal columns you will need 4 

grids for each, etc. The more grids you insert, the larger your column will be. The print screen below will 

help you to understand the case clearer. Large values are used for large screens, small – for small ones. 

 

Large values are used for large screens, small – for small ones. E.g. the first row from the example above 

will look differently on different screens: 

Large screen: 
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Small screen: 

 

Don’t forget to indicate the first and the last column in the row. 

Flex Video 
The Flex Video shortcode is used for embedded videos. Insert an embed code from YouTube or Vimeo, 

and you will get the responsive video frame. 

Label 
The Label shortcode is used when a word or a phrase should be highlighted. There are four available 

styles: standard, success, alert, secondary. It’s also possible to select among three available types: square, 

radius and round. 
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Panel 
Panels are used to highlight large parts of text, they can be of two types: 

 

Price Table 
You can modify Price Tables according to your taste and needs using the corresponding shortcode. E.g. it 

may look like the one in the print screen below. 

 

Progress Bar 
Compose your own progress bar. Its colors depend on the style that can be selected using the 

corresponding shortcode. You can also select the length and the type of the bar: square, radius or round.  

 

Reveal Modal 
This shortcode helps to create a kind of pop-up window with white background, where you can place any 

content you need. An example of its usage can be seen in the sample for the Staff page template. 
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Sections 
Sometimes, there is no need to display the whole content at the same time. In such cases it’s better to use 

Sections shortcode. Users can collapse and extend different sections by clicking “+” or ”-“.  

 

You can also use tabs to organize your content more effectively, dividing it into easy-to-percept parts. 
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Tooltips 
Tooltips or hints may be useful in case the additional information should be displayed when a user hovers 

the pointer over an item. It’s possible to indicate the position of the tooltip: top, bottom, left or right; as well 

as the specific width. 

 


